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COVID-19 PROTOCOL: ALERT LEVEL 3
The Joe Winter Memorial Shooting Range is a fully accredited outdoors shooting range which provides safe and
approved shooting range facilities for the general public.
We regard ourselves as an essential service in that we provide a support service/facility to other essential services
and permitted activities as listed below. However the JWM Shooting Range is operated as a Sole Proprietorship,
and does therefore not qualify to obtain a CIPC certificate in this regard.
Therefore we herewith publically state our status as an essential service provider to the following industries, groups
and individuals:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Private security services personnel whose duties include the daily carry of firearms.
Game rangers and field guides.
Members of the South African Police Services.
Professional hunters and/or those involved in authorised/recognised culling activities.
Occasional (subsistence) hunters as describer per COVID-19 Level 3 Regulations
Persons authorised to travel for work purposes and who carry licenced firearms for self-defence
purposes. (We believe it to be essential for a firearms owner to maintain his firearm in a good and safe
working order and that he/she ensures that his/her skills with such firearm is kept up to standard).
7. Any other person who carries/uses/repairs/sells/buys firearms and is permitted or required to do so in
the course of his/her work providing that such work is that is allowed in terms of the Level 3 Regulations.
8. Individual sports shooters (excluding competitions & group practice sessions)

We recognise that we have a responsibility towards ourselves, our clients and the public in general to take the
appropriate measures and precautions necessary to prevent the spread / transmission of the COVID-19 virus. For
this reason, and in terms of the Regulations published on 28 May, 2020 attached to the Disaster Management Act,
The following measures and procedures have been put in place and are being enforced and adhered to by all staff
and persons making use of the JWM Shooting Range during this stage of the Lockdown:
1. We will accept clients on an appointments only basis. No walk-in business will be allowed.
2. The number of persons (groups) on the ranges will be limited to the number of shooting points that are
on a specific range. IE: if a range has two shooting points, only two persons will be able to be on that
range at any given time, excluding the Range/safety officer.
3. No Spectators will be allowed on the range.
4. All surfaces at shooting points will be sanitised after each person/ group of persons have completed their
shoot. For this reason bookings will be taken with 30 minute intervals between groups/shooters to allow
enough time to sanitise the shooting points properly after each shoot. It is therefore important for groups
/ individuals to adhere to their allotted/booked time on the range.
5. Access to our reception office will be limited to one person at a time.
6. Hands must be sanitised and face masks worn when entering our reception area.
7. We recommend the wearing of face masks in the enclosed shooting points.
8. Recommended social distancing must be adhered to by everyone at all times.
BY Order

Ryan Winter
Sole Proprietor

